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The buzz anticipating Super Bowl XLVI is already astir, and the commercial sex industry is already

poised to import a generous supply of victim-prostitutes to be at the pleasure of countless game-

goers in town. Local and federal officials acknowledge that organized prostitution always

accompanies major sports events such as the Olympics, the World Cup and the Super Bowl. That's

where the big money is.

However, 11 congregations of Catholic

nuns are stirring things up as well. We

all are members of the Coalition for

Corporate Responsibility for Indiana and

Michigan (CCRIM), who invest in certain

businesses, including the lodging

industry, to be in a position to affect

social change where we see human

suffering that needs to be stopped. So,

we are contacting key managers of

more than 220 places of lodging within a 50-mile radius of Indianapolis to secure their cooperation in

blocking prostitution out of their lodging before, during and ever after Super Bowl XLVI.

The objective for every contact is to learn 1) if the hotels' employees have been trained to recognize

signs of trafficking on their premises; 2) whether the hotel has a process in place for employees to

document and report possible incidences of trafficking; 3) whether hotel employees and managers

are aware of local groups that are working to end trafficking; and 4) whether the hotel management

is willing to make anti-trafficking information available to guests. The callers are prepared to offer

employee training to those establishments that haven't trained their employees, to provide

documentation and reporting format, and to share a contact list of local anti-trafficking resources.
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Ultimately, we will work with lodging managers and encourage them to sign on to the Code of

Conduct developed by an organization called Ending Child Prostitution and Trafficking (ECPAT-USA)

to deter sexual exploitation of children. ECPAT-USA is a network of organizations and individuals

working together to eliminate the commercial sexual exploitation of children around the world.

Lodging industry hotels that have already signed the code are Hilton Worldwide, Wyndham

Worldwide, Millennium Hotel in St. Louis and the Carlson Companies, including chains such as

Radisson Hotels and Country Inn and Suites.

We all unequivocally affirm the dignity of every human being -- including the victim-prostitutes who

rarely evoke much sympathy. The fact is that human sex trafficking is actual imprisonment and

oppression that devastates its victims. Mostly young women and children, the victims are subject to

gross human-rights violations including rape, torture, forced abortions, starvation and threats of

torture or murder. Many have been imported from poverty conditions in foreign countries, duped

with promises of good jobs in the United States. Others were kidnapped or purchased outright. And

some are runaways from American families, and their lives have spiraled to the bottom.

The U.S. State Department reports that between 14,500 and 18,000 victims are trafficked into this

country annually for purposes of forced prostitution, labor and other forms of exploitation. Added to

previous years' numbers, the population of victims in this hidden subculture is huge but unverifiable.

Nevertheless, the fact that the National Human Trafficking Resource Center reported receiving more

than 11,800 calls on its hotline in 2010 lends credence to the scope of the slavery. In addition, the

United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking estimates that human trafficking is an

annual $15.5 billion business in the United States alone.

Wednesday was National Human Trafficking Awareness Day. And President Barack Obama has again

proclaimed the month of January as National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month,

urging all Americans to become educated about human trafficking so that we can put an end to this

modern-day slavery.

If you have credible reason to suspect that someone is a trafficking victim, report it to the National

Human Trafficking Resource Center Hotline at 1-888-373-7888. If you or someone you know is in

immediate danger, please call 9-1-1.

Nobody, except perhaps users, wants human sex trafficking in his or her community. As human

beings, when we see such a tragic injustice, we must be compelled to right it.

Nancy Conway is a leadership team member for the Congregation of Sisters of St. Joseph in

Cleveland.

Related topics: coalition for corporate responsibility for indiana and michigan, indianapolis, nancy
conway, nuns, sex trafficking, super bowl xlvi
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to be in a position to affect social change where we see human suffering that needs to be
stopped. So, Where the ---- were they there when the priests were running amuck?

MapLover January 14, 2012 at 8:39AM

Follow

Florida - Priests and nuns don't travel in the same packs. Priests DO NOT respect nuns (nones).
How do you think the "nones" could have changed what the pedophile priests were doing?

Commander-In-Chief January 14, 2012 at 9:05AM

Follow

Unfortunately you are correct MAP. It is still a very subservient order. Being catholic I see it
crystal clear!!! Nuns could NEVER set forth a plan of change for priests, even if it was drafted of
perfection! STUPID!!! This pope wants everything to go back to the 17 and 18th century too. He
is more concerned with returning the old language and clothing to the church than anything else.
So, to have subservient nuns institute changes for priests would not even be entertained. He
creeps me out when i see him.

carolb January 14, 2012 at 9:37AM

Follow

I was not aware of ECPAT-USA or CCRIM until I read this column...I say go get 'em! The very
idea of forcing young girls into prostitution makes me ill. And to think many are imported illegally
for the sole purpose of prositution is even worse. I commend the hotels mentioned for signing on
to the code.

And as a footnote, IMHO comments should stay focused on CCRIM, prostitution at sporting
events, and other subjects brought up in this column - not one's personal objections to the
Catholic hierarchy. Not discussing prostitution's devasting effects on society has kept the oldest
profession in the world alive and well.
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